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Abstract

We consider a situation where each player’s prefereces are “payoff-dependent” in the sense

that the utility of the payoff-dependent preferences is determined by the payoff of each person

and those of others. In this paper, we consider the evolution of such payoff-dependent preferences

using an “indirect evolutionary approach”(Güth and Yaari (1992)). Our model is essentially the

same model as the one studied in Dekel, Ely and Yilankaya (2007) except that they consider a

larger set of possible preferences set. It turns out that if an outcome is stable in our setting, then

it is also stable in the setting in Dekel et al. (2007). That is, our model can check the robustness of

the result about stable outcome in Dekel et al. (2007). We obtain a sufficient condition for a stable

outcome in our setting which is less restrictive than the condition in Dekel et al. (2007). When we

consider a game with roles, we find that an important criterion for stability is whether each role

obtains equal payoff. For example, in an ultimatum game, an equal division is stable because each

role obtains equal payoff. We find that the necessary conditions for instability include unequal

payoff for each role. For example, in the ultimatum game, unequal division with pure strategy is

unstable.
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